Across
1  Applies to those in the cabinet in charge of promotion? (11)
7  Complexes before noon? The pits (7)
8/2 Perhaps doubtful or curious and oft-times bewildered (5,2,4)
10  A line connecting Collage to the network (4)
11  Make animal noise round the table (5)
12  Usually in a sea passage late getting underway (4)
15  Not something normally seen on Commando! (9)
17  Emergency rations allegedly made by married woman (5)
18  Lake leads to a healthy outside existence (5)
20  Shows signs of being a sadist or tediously twisted… (9)
22  ….but shows signs of being noble (4)
23  Having none of it is nothing to do with you! (5)
25  Test shows note reverberating in airway? (4)
29  Songbird in late spring? What nonsense (7)
30  Teacher training by an expert? (11)

Down
1  Insignia worn by almost all military musicians (7)
2  See 8 Across
3  Get oneself occasionally involved with support group for protection historically (5)
4  Twice the SAS have bewildered airmen in for tea (9)
5  Surprised expression from aged doctor (4)
6  Often worn on the hands (7)
7  They give balance to stories going round at National Assembly (11)
9  Relaxed safe and yearned to get drunk (4,3,4)
13  Persistent juror? (5)
14  Is smut regularly seen with binoculars through a hole in the hedge (5)
16  Guts and cooks deer and Aberdeen Angus, nice now and again (9)
19  It is criminal to stop smoking! (7)
21  Creativity from unorthodox Non-European theatres (3,4)
24  Type of opera children will see? (5)
26  Bird's nest soup after a big bottle of bubbly usually (4)
27  Return to the heart of Casablanca to see Rose (4)